


UFO CLOUD is the new security van lock designed by Meroni and powered by Sclak. Why is UFO CLOUD the perfect solution for every fleet manager?

PRACTICAL
UFO CLOUD transforms 

mechanical keys in a virtual 

key-chain thanks to an APP 

and a dedicated dashboard

SMART
Monitor and track openings 

and authorize different 

access levels to fleet staff

TOOLS TAGGING
With UFO CLOUD you don’t 

manage the van’s hatch only, 

but also its contents, checking that 

everything you need is on board.

SECURE
UFO CLOUD is based on 

SHA256, a crypted 

communication protocol 

created by NSA

ECOSYSTEM
UFO CLOUD, with the same 

app, allows you to manage an 

ecosystem of locks:

entrance gates

shutters and doors

vending machines

lockers

electrical cabinets

and much more 

WHO

With the access control system, the manager decides who 

can use the virtual keys, associating users with the locks. 

WHEN

The fleet manager can set up the time limits to open and 

close the locks: for example from 8.00 to 17.00 of each 

working day.

WHERE

Thanks to UFO CLOUD you are able to establish geographical 

limits. The lock can be opened by the user only around the area 

delimited by the fleet manager. 

THE 1ST CLOUD SECURITY LOCK! ALL LOCKS UNDER YOUR CONTROL

Through active or passive tags, you can 

check if the list of “must-have working 

tools” is complete. If not, a special event 

will alert you.
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CONTROL ALL VAN LOCKS

UFO fleet-box solution allows you to 
manage and track the van opening and 
closing activities directly with an 
additional immobilizer, thanks to the APP 
or the bluetooth remote controller.

MANAGE KEYS EASILY

Retrieve or leave the keys in the 
dedicated area inside the cab. 

Thanks to the APP and the QR 
code, you’ll be able to open the 

van locks. UFO fleet-box and UFO 
tag give you the complete control 
of locks and are the ideal solution 

for any fleet manager.

REAL TIME VAN CHECK UP

A special device allows you to monitor 
any dynamic information of the vehicles:  
GPS position, consumption, average 
speed and much more.

Made in Italy

OPTIONALS

Why is UFO CLOUD the perfect solution for every fleet manager?

WHO

With the access control system, the manager decides who 

can use the virtual keys, associating users with the locks. 

WHEN

The fleet manager can set up the time limits to open and 

close the locks: for example from 8.00 to 17.00 of each 

working day.

WHERE

Thanks to UFO CLOUD you are able to establish geographical 

limits. The lock can be opened by the user only around the area 

delimited by the fleet manager. 

ALL LOCKS UNDER YOUR CONTROL


